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DID YOU KNOW?

Searching our catalogue and databases did not allow you to find the item you need?
The library offers you two alternatives in this case.

If the item is recent, you can suggest its purchase using this form.

Otherwise, you can request the item through an inter-library loan which allows you to
get the item delivered free of charge from another library to one of our branches. For
more information about the terms and conditions of this service and to access the
request form, visit the Inter-library loan page on our website.

You have not found the item you are looking for?

BUV NEWS
Your University library’s newsletter

http://lol.univ-catholille.fr/en/content/suggestion-achat
http://lol.univ-catholille.fr/en/forms/peb


LISTEN/WATCH
Don’t miss out: podcasts, exhibitions, conferences. 

THOMAS PESQUET :
OBJECTIF MARS

Documentary

LES DAMNÉS DE LA
COMMUNE

‘From the insurrection on March 18th, 1871 to the
“Semaine sanglante” (bloody week) which
ended on March 28th, 1871, Paris has
experienced a popular and democratic
insurrection 150 years ago. Raphaël Meyssan
immerses us into the heart of this unique
revolution, through a surprising esthetic device,
built around period engravings.’

Reportage

ARTE LINK

‘Science still faces numerous challenges to send
human missions to Mars. A fascinating journey

following the spationaut Thomas Pesquet, from
his stay in orbit to his return on Earth.’

ARTE LINK

https://www.arte.tv/fr/videos/094482-000-A/les-damnes-de-la-commune/
https://www.arte.tv/fr/videos/062227-000-A/thomas-pesquet-objectif-mars/


THE EXPO OF THE MONTH
Biodiversity

The library suggests a selection of books related to the events which support
environmental protection and celebrate biodiversity between April and June. Discover the
books which have been selected for the Earth Day, the International Day for biological
diversity and the World Environment Day.

> 640.1 CAL > 642.7 PAV > 642.7 RAM

> 644.3 BER

> 644.2 STE > 646.6 POU > 644.2 WEI

> 643.2 GON

> 646.8 INV > 646.8 ADA > 646.8 BAI

> 646.8 URB

URBANISME ET BIODIVERSITÉ. VERS
UN PAYSAGE VIVANT
STRUCTURANT LE PROJET URBAIN

The main idea of this book is to place the
ecological process and biodiversity at the heart
of urban planning. It is not only about integrating
nature into the city anymore but about creating
an urban ecosystem. It is not only about building
a human settlement but about attaching equal
importance to the built-up area and the unbuilt
area.

Philippe Clergeau

QUAND LES ANIMAUX ET LES
VÉGÉTAUX NOUS INSPIRENT

Living organisms constantly adapt. They possess
infinite and extraordinary solutions. It is up to us
to discover them before it is too late. To discover
them in order to save nature and to save
ourselves, humankind. Nature is talking, let’s listen
to it!

Emmanuelle Pouydebat

LE LIVRE DU CLIMAT. TOUT CE QUE
VOUS DEVEZ SAVOIR EN 50
INFOGRAPHIES

Climate change is a very complex phenomenon
whose multifaceted effects are difficult to
comprehend. This book clearly and
straightforwardly explains everything through 50
graphs. With the help of numerous scientists, the
author transformed complex scientific data on
climate change into accessible infographics
aimed at those who wish not only to understand,
but also to act.

Esther Gonstalla



LIBRARIAN'S CHOICE
This month’s selection of books

DERNIÈRES NOUVELLES DU FUTUR 

In this short story collection, the author shows us what our
society will look like in a few decades: Big brother type
hyper-surveillance, virtual currency, excessive predictive
medicine, newspeak and sophism, cultural and economic
globalization and at the same time warlike clannism. A
world in which the citizen is called “consumer”, where
glory is due only to luck, a rotting planet destroyed by its
waste and exhausted by climate change…In short, all the
flaws of our current civilization…hardly exaggerated! The
tone of the writing is sarcastic, but the author does not
pass judgement, he is just presenting, it is up to the
reader/citizen to judge and to act. So, what will
tomorrow be, the beginning or the end? Hope resides in
the “Réseau Sénèque” (Seneca Network), a kind of
passive resistance (Let us be stoic then!)

Patrice Franceschi

843.92 FRA

LE ROMAN LUDIQUE

In the 1980s, the first novels by Jean Echenoz, Jean-
Philippe Toussaint and Eric Chevillard were published by
Les Editions de Minuit. At that time, they are viewed as
“emotionless” postmodern novels. Without a precise
definition. We have also seen an oulipian influence
without it being convincing. In this book, the author
attempts to uncover even more common points between
these three writers. He finds an “invention of everyday
life” created by a disillusioned frivolity and a frivolous
irony. With the tone of a fresh soft subversion. In short, a
breath of narrative fresh air, resolutely playful. But what
does he say about the place of the contemporary novel
in French literature? To get an idea, shouldn’t we simply
read these three novels?

Olivier Bessard-Banquy

RL 02590 - ALSO AVAILABLE IN ELECTRONIC
FORMAT



LES VIEUX FOURNEAUX

“Les vieux fourneaux” (The old furnaces) is a series of 5
picture books which tells the story of 3 friends starting
with the 1950s until today. And it is not every day that we
can read a comic which tackles old age in such a kind
and cheerful manner. The three characters, feisty but also
both tender and mean, old trade unionist, adventurer, or
anarchist, they all have one thing in common: their lifelong
friendship, eyes full of malice and complicit memories.
From adventure to adventure, the three buddies have not
said their last word. Their thirst for freedom is still as
strong, a real life lesson. And as Pierrot says: no eyes, no
masters!

Wilfrid Lupano and Paul Cauuet

PENSER LIBREMENT

Thinking, means learning to disobey, means not abiding
by or obeying ideologies. This collection of mostly
unpublished essays, interviews, conferences, speeches,
book reviews, from an essay on work and action to texts
on freedom and the human condition passing by a
remarkable “Hannah Arendt by Hannah Arendt”, shows
what thinking freely means: with no support or
safeguards, without the pillars of religion, morale,
politics, or philosophy, questioning relentlessly instead of
offering rigid answers.

Hannah Arendt

191 ARE

L'ÉTHIQUE MÉDICALE À
L'ÉPREUVE DE LA COVID-19

Deprivation of individual liberties, vaccine trials on human
subjects, patient triage in the intensive care unit, funeral
rites restrictions…The health crisis comes with a disruption
of our ethical points of reference on multiple levels, more
so in the clinic field. This book brings together several
health and humanities actors to propose an ethical
review of a selection of questions among the wide range
raised by the pandemic.

Claudine Attias-Donfut and Martine
Segalen

7.1/ETH/2020

[BD] VIEU 1



Since 2012, the Vauban University Library
participates in different projects and digitization
campaigns whose main aim is to preserve,
communicate and promote historical and
specialized documents which are part of its
collections and those of the Université Catholique
de Lille. This digitized collection, containing books
and periodicals dated from the 17th century to the
middle of the 20th century, is today made up of
several hundreds of items, available free of charge
on Gallica, the digital library of the Bibliothèque
Nationale de France (BnF - National Library of
France). The Vauban Library is today member of the
“réseau partenaires” (network of partners) of the
BnF based on a cooperative digitization of the
heritage collections of French libraries. The aim is
to enrich the digital collections of the BnF, as well
as participating to the promotion of regional and
national collections which are now part of the
public domain.

The corpora of documents selected by the library
reflect the specificities of the Lille Catholic
University and are getting richer each year with
new themes: clandestine press of the Nord (French
department) which was occupied during the First
World War, the Catholic Flanders during the 17th
century, the publications of historical personalities
of the Lille Catholic University, publications from
scientific societies of the Nord-Pas-de-Calais
region, art magazines of the Nord…find all of this
and more online!

Enjoy a journey of discovery of these documents,
available free of charge: download, print, share,
full-text search…All of this is possible, free of
charge and without registration, on Gallica!

HERITAGE
Discover our digitized collections on Gallica!

> Discover what Gallica is on Youtube : What is
Gallica?;
> Discover the search function on Gallica;
> Follow Gallica’s blog, their Youtube channel and
their Instagram;
> Discover the Gallicanautes, a passionate and
imaginative community of active users who
champion the collections.

Nowadays, around 6 million items are online: books,
but also manuscripts, maps, images, musical scores,
sound recordings, videos…There is a vast choice of
items to discover! 
Whether you use it for your studies or for your own
entertainment, it is a veritable gold mine!

For any question related to the digitization or to a
heritage item, contact us!
bibliotheque.patrimoine@univ-catholille.fr

DISCOVER GALLICA BEYOND OUR
COLLECTIONS:

TO FIND OUT MORE:

E. Hautcœur, Mémoire sur l'érection nécessaire de nouveaux diocèses
dans le Nord de la France, 1909, HR4 0042 (lien vers Gallica)

https://gallica.bnf.fr/accueil/fr/content/accueil-fr
https://gallica.bnf.fr/edit/decouvrir-nos-partenaires
https://gallica.bnf.fr/edit/und/universite-catholique-de-lille-bibliotheque
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uIeX_XS6KHk
https://gallica.bnf.fr/edit/und/rechercher-dans-gallica
https://gallica.bnf.fr/blog/?mode=desktop
https://www.youtube.com/user/BibliothequeBnF/featured
https://www.instagram.com/gallicabnf/
https://gallica.bnf.fr/html/und/du-cote-des-gallicanautes?mode=desktop
mailto:bibliotheque.patrimoine@univ-catholille.fr
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k5324632j


CALENDAR
Online training sessions in May (all sessions are in French unless

otherwise indicated)
Click here to sign up.

MAY 3

1pm - 2pm

MAY 11

1pm - 2pm

Zotero, a
reference
management
software

MAY 20

5pm - 6pm

Bibliography and
plagiarism

MAY 25

5pm - 6pm

Zotero, a
reference
management
software

MAY 18

5pm - 6pm

Accessing the
library’s online
resources

MAY 21

12pm - 1pm

Theology
databases

MAY 10

5pm - 6pm

Multidisciplinary
databases

Accessing the
library’s online
resources

MAY 6

12pm - 1pm

Law databases

MAY 20

12pm - 1pm

Law databases

http://lol.univ-catholille.fr/fr/content/ateliers


ZOOM ON
The new journal subscriptions for 2021
Starting with May and up until the beginning of the new academic year, all journal issues (except

daily and weekly newspapers) can be borrowed for 7 days, even the most recent issues!

Vis i t  our  webs i te  :
ht tp :// lo l .un iv-catho l i l le . f r/en

CODEX

2000 years of
Christian adventure:
history, archeology,
culture, heritage.

DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOGRAPHIQUE
DOSSIER

Every two months, a
new question of history
or geography is
analyzed by an
academic, specialist
on the subject.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP :
THEORY AND
PRACTICE

A bimonthly journal on
entrepreneurship.

HARVARD
BUSINESS REVIEW 

French version

A trimonthly journal on
business management.

LE UN = LE 1

A newspaper in leaflet
form created and
written by novelists,
researchers, poets,
artists, scientists,
journalists.

LEADERSHIP
QUARTERLY 

A bimonthly journal on
business management
and human
relationships within the
working world.

VAUBAN LIBRARY

EDHEC ROUBAIX

Use the search engine, Overview, and search by title.

TO FIND THE JOURNALS: 

https://www.facebook.com/BUVauban
https://twitter.com/LibraryOnLine_
https://www.instagram.com/bu.vauban/
http://lol.univ-catholille.fr/en
https://eds.b.ebscohost.com/eds/search/basic?vid=0&sid=ccaabc83-cdc6-4db7-93e9-16ded7602954%40pdc-v-sessmgr04

